Abstract. We p r e s e n t a hierarchically structured transaction-oriented concept for a rule-based active database system. In LL94, LHL95], we have p r o p o s e d Statelog as a uni ed framework for active and deductive rules. Following the need for better structuring capabilities, we introduce procedures as a means to group semantically related rules and to encapsulate their behavior. In addition to executing elementary updates, procedures can be called, thereby de ning (sub)transactions which m a y perform complex computations. A Statelog procedure is a set of ECAstyle Datalog rules together with an import/export interface. Systemimmanent frame and procedure rules ensure both propagation of facts and processing of results of committed subtransactions. Thus, Statelog programs specify a nested transaction model which allows a much more structured and natural modeling of complex transactions than previous approaches. Two equivalent s e m a n tics for a Statelog program P are given: (i) a logic programming style semantics by a compilation into a logic program, and (ii) a model-theoretic Kripke-style semantics. While (ii) serves as a conceptual model of active rule behavior and allows to reason about properties of the speci ed transactions, (i) { together with the appropriate execution model { yields an operational semantics and can be used as an implementation of P.
Introduction
The need for a logically de ned and intuitive semantics has been recognized as one of the major theoretical problems in the area of active databases. The active database manifesto, for example, requires as an essential feature that \: : : rule execution must have a clear semantics, ie must de ne when, how, and on what database state conditions are evaluated and actions executed" DGG95]. Nevertheless, researchers continue to complain about the unpredictable behavior of active rules and the lack of a uniform and clear semantics. 1 To o vercome these di culties, it has been suggested to use the logical foundations of deductive databases { with certain extensions { as a declarative s emantics for active rules Zan93, Z S 9 4 , Z a n 9 5 , L L 9 4 , L H L 9 5 ]. The main bene ts of this approach are better understanding, maintainability and reasoning about rules when compared to the usual implementation-dependent operational semantics. However, as we will show in Section 2, the existing \mergers" of active and deductive rules are not su cient to model complex (trans)actions in a natural way, since they (i) lack structuring capabilities, and (ii) do not encapsulate the e ect of semantically related rules. In particular, they neglect the fact that complex database transactions can be adequately modeled by nested transactions where the parent transaction may consult the outcome of subtransactions in order to perform its own complex tasks. As a solution, we propose the extension of our declarative framework for active rules LHL95] b y the concept of update procedures. Procedures execute as (closed) nested t r ansactions whereas previous rule based approaches were limited to at transactions. A Statelog procedure consists of a set of ECA-style Datalog rules each o f w h i c h de nes either a non-state-changing query, ie a (potentially recursive) view, or an action, i e { a primitive update request (insert, delete, modify), { a complex update request (procedure call), or { a n external action to be issued by the database system, or a transaction control predicate. System-immanent frame and procedure rules provide a declarative speci cation of state transitions and integrity preserving policies within the logical language without bothering the user with those problems.
The paper is structured as follows. The remainder of this section is devoted to an introduction to ( at) Statelog. Section 2 introduces the main ideas of procedures and nested transactions and their realization in Statelog. In Section 3 the syntax of the language is de ned, Section 4 provides some examples. A logic programming semantics for Statelog is presented in Section 5 using a compilation from Statelog to logic programs. Section 6 de nes a model-theoretic Kripke-style semantics which p r o vides the connection between the intuitive understanding of procedure calls and the underlying state-oriented conceptual model. We g i v e a n overview on related work in Section 7 and conclude in the last section.
Statelog: Datalog and States
In this section, we i n troduce the basic ideas underlying at Statelog 2 LHL95]. The extended framework with procedures and nested transactions is described in Section 2.
While for query processing a \one-state logic" like Datalog is su cient, active state-changing rules require access to di erent states and delta relations. In Statelog, this is accomplished by state terms of the form S + k], where S + k denotes the k-fold application of the unary function symbol \+1" to the state variable S. The is speci ed by system-generated frame and procedure rules (Section 3.2). E.g. the following frame rules de ne the e ect of insert and delete requests in at Statelog:
Here R is an EDB relation, while del:R, ins:R, mod:R denote user-de nable request relations (also called delta relations, or deltas) which are used to issue update requests.
Remark. Depending on the underlying assumptions about modi cations, the modify request mod:R( X old = X new ) is not always equivalent to del:R( X old )î ns:R( X new ). In this paper, we con ne ourselves to describe insert and delete requests only. A declarative semantics for modi cations can be found in LML96].
Execution Model. In addition to EDB, IDB, and request relations, there are relations which model the interface to the external application domain: External events ev( x) occurring within a certain \atomic" time interval are mapped to the current state S]. E.g. an external temporal event may be denoted as daily(Date), or, raised by some monitoring device, it may specify an event f r o m the real world like runway clear(R), etc. External actions a( x) are requests to perform some action in the application domain (like move(Thing,From,To)). It is assumed that external actions issued by the database system have no sidee ects on the state of the database.
Triggered by the occurrence of one or more external events ev i in S], the corresponding rules become activated. According to the additional conditions given in the rule bodies, the database is queried and the actions speci ed in the rule heads are performed using frame rules (for internal actions, ie update requests) or signaled to the outside (external actions). In the subsequent state The need for structuring capabilities and a more elaborated transaction model can be exempli ed as follows (this example is adopted from MW88, C h e 9 5 ]):
Example 1 (To Hire or Not to Hire). The Problems. Although the above program speci es the desired transaction, there are some potential pitfalls and drawbacks with this \ at" approach:
Undoing the e ect of changes (here: the compensation of insertions by corresponding deletions) has to be programmed by the rule designer. However, it is often desirable to automatically propagate the failure of a subtransaction like checksal. There is no structure which allows grouping of semantically closely related rules. E.g. it is useful to view the insertion using newemp (rule 2) as an atomic subtransaction callable by the top-level transaction hire. The usual partitioning of the signature into base relations (EDB) and derived relations (IDB) is carried over to the hierarchical concept: base relations are passed from the current state to successor states (modulo the changes given by deltas) while IDB relations are not passed on but are rederived when needed. All user-de ned changes to base relations have to be done via requests, i e b y using request relations ins:R del:R mod:R (also called delta relations, o r deltas).
Protocol relations insd:R deld:R modd:R (for inserted, deleted, m o di ed, r espectively) accumulate the net e ect of user-de ned requests and are automatically maintained by the system. Requested changes become e ective in the transition to the successor state. Finally, there is a set of procedure names and transaction control relations BOT, E O T, abort etc. The symbols\O" a n d \ M" denote import resp. export of relations (Section 2.3). The declarations initial, always (and nal) specify when the corresponding rules should be executed, ie in the rst state of the subtransaction, in every state, or in the last state, respectively see Section 3.1 for details. hire may be called automatically from the top-level transaction using a rule of the form hire(Emp,Sal,Dept) hire someone(Emp,Sal,Dept). Whenever the external event hire someone occurs, hire is executed as an atomic transaction. Fig. 3 depicts the state space which is created when hire(john,60000,d1) is called (and eventually aborted, since the average after the hypothetical update exceeds 50000).
Hierarchical State Space
In the hierarchical context, state terms are more complex and extend those of at Statelog: every state term encodes the complete transaction hierarchy from the top-level transaction down to the current transaction. States on the same level are grouped into (transaction) frames. Given a set of procedure names, the syntax of frame terms F( ) and state terms Z( ) over is de ned recursively:
1. "] i s a frame term.
2. F:n] i s a state term, i f F] is a frame term and n 2 IN 0 . 3. Z: ( x)] is a frame term, i f Z] is a state term, 2 is an n-ary procedure name, and x is a vector of n terms from the underlying Herbrand universe. 
Signatures and Visibility
When procedures execute in parallel or as nested transactions, the question arises which \ v ersions" of relations should be visible within a transaction. In Statelog this issue is resolved using the hierarchical state space:
Assume two procedures and are called simultaneously in the same state, say F:2] (Fig. 2 ). This creates two di erent frames F:2: ] a n d F:2: ], thereby allowing and to maintain their own \view" of relations. Initially, i e i n F: De nition 1 (Visible EDB/IDB Relations). Let The export of an EDB relation is accomplished by \copying" the contents of the protocol relations of the nal state of a subtransaction into the request relations of the parent transaction (rules (E) in Section 3.2). 5 User-de ned rules may change EDB relations only through request relations. Protocol relations accumulate all non-revoked requests, ie the net e ect of changes of a subtransaction is automatically maintained by the system. The extensions of the protocol relations are translated into requests for the calling transaction when the subtransaction commits. Finally, the global signature contains additional relations for handling procedure calls and transaction management:
De nition 2 (Request and Protocol Relations
De nition 4 (Transaction Management). For a given set of procedure names, the signature P r o c := is used to represent procedure calls. Transaction control is provided through the signature Subtr := faborted: committed: j 2 P r o c g of relations indicating which subtransactions have committed or aborted, and through the 0-ary relations in Ct l := fBOT running EOT alive abortg : 2 All relations in Subtr and Ct l are globally visible (but in general have di erent extensions for each frame). Act and P r o c are completely user-de ned, abort is partly user-de ned, the others are internally de ned.
The signature comprises all previously mentioned signatures.
3 Syntax: Programs and Rules
In this section, we describe the syntax of user-de ned rules and built-in frame and procedure rules. The logic programming semantics of programs is presented in Section 5. P initial ( ) is the set of initial rules. These are only enabled in the initial state of the transaction T de ned by and may be used for initialization purposes. P always ( ) is the set of permanent rules, applicable in all states of T . P final ( ) de nes nal rules which can be applied only in the last state of T .
They have to be of the form \abort ic-condition" and may be used for integrity maintenance: if an inconsistency is detected (ic-condition becomes true), the current transaction is automatically aborted.
Rules. The The way IDB relations are treated re ects the intention that derived relations are imported by importing their de ning rules, whereas EDB relations are imported by taking over their extensions into the initial state of a subtransaction.
System-De ned Rules
System-generated frame and procedure rules implement t h e i n tended semantics of request relations and procedure calls. All changes are encapsulated within the current transaction frame and invisible everywhere else until the transaction commits. State terms are used in the speci cation of transitions and transaction management. Let F] be the current frame. Then the following rules are visible (labels to the right of rules will be used in the compilation into a logic program in Section 5):
Frame Rules. 
The user can formulate application-speci c aspects of transaction management, e.g. that the parent transaction should abort, if the child aborts: abort ( X) aborted: ( X) :
Sequential Composition
To provide sequential execution of procedures as a built-in, the signature is extended with a connective \ ", which m a y b e only used in the head of userde ned rules, e.g. The previous scheme generalizes to the polyadic case A 1 A k in the obvious way.
Sequential composition is not only useful to serialize the execution of procedures, but also for directly manipulating relations. E.g. the rule del:R( X) ins:R( X) body 
Examples
The hierarchical transaction model with import and export declarations allows a exible treatment o f s e v eral interesting features of databases, like for example the following:
Static integrity constraints can be implemented by using the nal rules for aborting transactions (Example 2). Checking the admissibility o f c hanges and blocking inadmissible ones: for any fact p( x) that should be guaranteed, derive ins:p( x). Every request to delete it causes an inconsistency. Ephemeral updates: every transaction can try some updates, check their results and decide whether it should commit or abort (Example 2). Hypothetical updates: every transaction can work on relations which are imported but not exported without having any e ect at commit-time. By this it can create a hypothetical scenario, check the outcome and report the consequences. This can be used to evaluate several alternatives in parallel.
Example 3 (To Hire or Not to Hire: State Space and Database).
The program given in Example 2 creates the frames and database states given in Fig. 3 . Frames are presented by shadowed boxes, states are presented by ordinary boxes. In all states, the upper entry gives the state term, the data below the rst horizontal line are facts which are derived by frame rules or local rules, and the data below the second line (if it exists) are facts which are derived from results of subtransactions. In this example it is assumed that the average salary exceeds the admissible amount, so that the transaction hire(john,60000,d1) aborts, making no e ects visible to its parent transaction.
Example 4 (The Christmas-Problem). Consider a relation empl(Employee, BirthDay, S a l a ry) with the obvious meaning. We w ant to implement the following, informally given procedure: Every employee s h a l l be given a salary ra i s e b y 5 % at his/her birthday on Christmas every employee shall get an extra $1000. This is accomplished in at Statelog as follows LHL95]: If \ " w ere replaced by the simultaneous conjunction inc xmas(Day) , inc bday(Day), then two con icting requests would be derived and the transaction would be aborted automatically by corresponding frame rules.
Logic Programming Semantics
In this section, we de ne the declarative semantics of a Statelog program P by a compilation into a logic program P , which in turn de nes a certain canonical Herbrand-style model.
Compilation Scheme
The basic idea of the compilation is to code state terms into predicates, ie every
term Z]R( X) is transformed into a term R( Z] X). In the following de nitions, ranges over the nite set of procedure names which is given a priori by the user program (ie, the rule scheme is applied for all 2 P r o c ). Moreover, all 2-expressions may be de ned by rules in the obvious way, but are omitted to avoid unnecessary details. In a rst step, state and frame terms, the visibility of relations (Section 2.3), and the import of IDB rules are de ned: De nition 9 (Compilation P 7 ! P ). Apart from the preceding rules, the com- Note that the generated rules may be safely evaluated in a bottom-up style, since all rules are range-restricted provided the user-de ned rules are range-restricted themselves. 8 Furthermore, by De nition 6 frames and states are only created when needed by the computation. 8 A rule r is range-restricted if every variable in r occurs positively in the body of r.
Semantics and Termination
The semantics of a Statelog program P depends on an E D Band a set E Bof external events which h a ve occurred in the current state and is given as a model M.
Similar to LHL95] one can nd a syntactical condition which ensures that rules are state-strati ed (ie, strati ed within a state). Since all rules are progressive, this implies that P is locally strati ed and therefore has a unique perfect model Prz88]. In case rules are not necessarily state-strati ed, the well-founded model VG89, V GRS91] p r o vides a natural and generally accepted semantics. As it extends the perfect model semantics { ie coincides with the perfect model on locally strati ed semant i c s { w e use it as the canonical model M:
De nition 10 (Event Base). The event base E B:= fev( x) j ev( x) is signaledg is the set of all external events signaled in the current state. Note, that the converse of Theorem 14 does not hold, since EOT can be derived even if in nitely many states are nonempty. F or example, the following program creates an in nitely deep nesting of procedure calls of but derives EOT on the top-level in the rst state: proc main initial:
. , abort . endproc proc initial:
. endproc
There are di erent w ays to enforce termination of rule processing, even though the problem of deciding whether a program P terminates for all databases is undecidable in general. One way, similar to that of Zan95], is to enforce termination at runtime by adjusting frame (and procedure) rules in such a way, that changes may not be revoked. In the presence of procedures, one has the additional requirement, that the procedure call graph induced by P is acyclic (local rules may be recursive, of course).
Another approach, pursued in at Statelog, is the class of -monotone programs which guarantees termination at compile-time LHL95]. A similar notion can be de ned for Statelog with procedures, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
6 Kripke-Style Semantics relation. Let R denote the re exive transitive closure of R. U is the universe of elements, M is a function which maps every state to a rst-order interpretation over with universe U, P is a function which m a p s e v ery g 2 G to a set of local rules (the rules visible in g). States with no temporal predecessor which are not targets of a procedure call, are initial states on the highest hierarchical level: for all g 2 G with fh j R (h g)g = and f(h a) j Q (h a g)g = : P(g) = P(main) and there exists at least one state with this property. States which h a ve no temporal predecessor or which are targets of a procedure call are beginnings of transactions and their protocol relations are empty: for all g 2 G with fh j R (h g)g = or 9h x : Q(h ( x) g ): g j = BOT and gj P r o t= . Every g 2 G is a model of the corresponding set of local rules: g j = P(g) .
Q represents exactly the procedure calls: for all g 2 G , 2 A , x 2 U ! : g j = ( x) , 9h : Q(g ( x) h ) . S represents exactly the return-from-subtransaction relation:
The temporal accessibility relation R models the relationship between the EDB and request relations of one state and the EDB and protocol relations of the successor state: for all g h2 G : R(g h) , P(g) = P(h) a n d f o r a l l R 2 EDB :
h(R) = ( g(R) g(ins:R)) n g(del:R) and g(ins:R) \ g(del:R) = and h(insd:R) = ( g(insd:R) g(ins:R)) n g(del:R) and h(deld:R) = ( g(deld:R) g(del:R)) n g(ins:R) : The (marked) relation Q models the procedure calls:
for all g g Using this de nition, C(g) c a n b e c haracterized without explicitly mentioning S: C(g) = fins:R( x) j 9 2 A y 2 U ! : g j = ( y)^R 2 Exp ^( ( y))(g) j = insd:R( x): abortg fdel:R( x) j 9 2 A y 2 U ! : g j = ( y)^R 2 Exp ^( ( y))(g) j = deld:R( x): abortg : In the following, for a set I of facts and a logic program P, l e t P (I) denote the set of true atoms in the well-founded model of P I . Theorem 21. for all R 2 EDB , x 2 U ! , g h2 G :
if (g h) 2 R then h j = R( x) , (g j = R( x)^g 6 j = del:R( x)) _ g j = ins:R( x) .
Every state contains all requests contributed b y s u b t r ansactions:
for all g 2 G : g C (g) . IDB relations are derived locally by user-de ned rules: for all g 2 G, R 2 I D B , x 2 U ! : g j = R( x) , R( x) 2 P (g) (gj EDB C (g)) .
Requests are derived by user-de ned rules or contributed by subtransactions:
for all g 2 G , R 2 I D B , x 2 U ! : g j = ins:R( x) , ins:R( x) 2 P (g) (gj EDB C (g)) (Analogously for del:R).
In all states the protocol relations contain all non-revoked changes of the corresponding subtransactions. For imported EDB relations, they subsume the differences between the EDB in the state where the subtransaction was initiated and the current state, while they represent exactly the EDB for non-imported relations: for all g h2 G : (g h) 2 Q R ) 8R 2 EDB \ I m p : h(R) = ( g(R) h(insd:R)) n h(deld:R) and 8R 2 EDB n I m p : h(R) = h(insd:R) :
